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NEEDS
Psychiatrists need the latest evidence-based recommendations for clinical decision making, as well as practical information for the assessment and treatment of disorders commonly encountered in practice. This is supported by the 2008 Institute of Medicine (IOM) report on evidence-based medicine. The IOM report indicates a widening gap between a clinician’s cognitive capacity and the number of facts necessary to consider in a single clinical decision.

TARGET AUDIENCE
This activity is designed for specialists in psychiatry and may also be of interest to other health care and mental health professionals.

OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of this activity, participants should be able to:
- Identify the populations at greatest risk to commit violent acts among patients with psychiatric disorders, and employ evidence-based psychopharmacological treatment.
- Evaluate the efficacy of pharmacotherapy for major depression in adolescents and develop strategies to manage treatment resistant depression in adolescents.
- Select appropriate treatment for patients with schizophrenia, including assessing the benefit/risk ratio of first- versus second-generation antipsychotics and newer treatment approaches.
- Use evidence-based indications for prescribing medications as part of integrated strategies for short- and long-term treatment of bipolar disorder.
- Assess the benefit/risk ratio for the use of antidepressants for major depressive disorder in adults, based on the latest findings.
- Identify indications for the use of psychotropic medication for elderly patients, and make appropriate adjustments in dosing strategies proportionate to the aging process.
EDUCATIONAL METHODS

- Lecture

EVALUATION
Evaluation by questionnaire will address program content, presentation, and possible bias.

ACCREDITATION/CREDIT DESIGNATION
Baylor College of Medicine is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

Baylor College of Medicine designates this live activity for a maximum of 6.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

FEE, REGISTRATION AND CONFIRMATION INFORMATION
Refer to the registration form for the fee schedule. Your registration will not be processed until payment is received. Your registration will be confirmed. If you have not received confirmation at least five business days before the activity start date, contact the OCME immediately.

If you plan to register on-site, contact Office of Continuing Medical Education (OCME) at least 24 hours in advance to confirm activity status and space availability. The OCME reserves the right to limit the number of participants in an activity and will not be responsible for any expenses incurred by an individual whose registration is not confirmed and for whom space is not available.

To register/pay online visit the activity website at BaylorCME.org/CME/1477 and follow the instructions.

CANCELLATION/REFUND POLICY
Requests for registration refunds must be in writing and received by the OCME at least 10 business days before the activity begins. The date the request is received by the OCME will be considered the cancellation date. Requests received after the refund deadline will not be processed. Cancellations are subject to a $50 administrative fee deducted from the registration fee paid to cover guarantees and other expenses. Requests should be mailed to the OCME or faxed to 713.798.7955.

The OCME reserves the right to cancel activities, not less than 10 business days before the scheduled date, if extenuating circumstances make it necessary. Registrants will be notified at the contact number indicated on the registration form followed by written notification. If an activity is cancelled, OCME's liability is limited to the registration fee paid. Note: If payment is made by check, a social security number is required to process the refund.

DISCLOSURE
In order to meet the requirements of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education it is the policy of Baylor College of Medicine that all individuals who are in a position to control the content of a CME activity (activity director, planning committee members, and faculty) disclose relevant financial relationships with commercial interests. All identified conflicts of interest are managed to help ensure that the educational material is scientifically based, accurate, and objectively presented. Specific disclosure will be made to the participants prior to the educational activity.

Faculty, topics, program schedule, and credit are subject to change. Audio or videotaping is prohibited without written permission from the Activity Director and the OCME, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas.
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7:30 AM Registration and Continental Breakfast

8:30 Welcome and Introduction
   John M. Oldham, MD, MS

8:45 Psychopharmacological Treatments for Violence
   Stuart C. Yudofsky, MD

9:45 Pharmacotherapy for Depression in Adolescents
   Karen D. Wagner, MD, PhD

10:45 BREAK

11:15 New Treatments for Schizophrenia and its Complications
   Asim A. Shah, MD

12:15 PM LUNCH

1:30 Antidepressants Today: What Do We Know and What Do We Need to Know?
   Michael E. Thase, MD

2:30 Psychopharmacological Management of Patients with Bipolar Disorder
   Alan C. Swann, MD

3:30 Best Psychopharmacological Practices for Elderly Patients
   Marie A. DeWitt, MD

4:30 Closing Remarks
   Stuart C. Yudofsky, MD

5:00 Adjourn
CONFERENCE LOCATION
Lee and Joe Jamail Specialty Care Center
1977 Butler Blvd., 4th floor
Conference Rooms E4.120 and E4.125
Houston, TX 77030

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
There are several hotels in close proximity to the conference location, including the following. Hotel reservations should be made directly with them to arrange your overnight needs.

- The Marriott at the Texas Medical Center
- Hilton Houston Plaza/Medical Center
- Hotel ZaZa

Please note that room blocks have not been secured at any of these hotels.

ATTIRE
Attire for the conference is business casual. Since meeting room temperatures and personal comfort levels vary, it is recommended that you bring a sweater or jacket.

PARKING
Parking is available in the lot adjacent to the Center. The cost to park for the day-long conference is $10.
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(Please print clearly)

Name: ____________________________________________

Degree: ___________________________________________ Please check if:  □ Resident  □ Fellow

Affiliation: _________________________________________

Address: _________________________________________

City: __________________________ State: ________ Zip: ________

Phone: ________________________ Fax: __________________

Email: _________________________

Specialty: ______________________ Prof. License: ________________ No./State

Emergency Contact: __________________________ Phone: ________________

Registration Fees

Physician: $350  Student*: $75
Psychologist: $250  Resident*: $75
Other Healthcare Professional: $250  Fellow*: $75
BCM Faculty: $150

*Fax verification of status within 24 hours of registration.

Method of Payment (Your registration must be PREPAID)

☐ Check or money order (in U.S. funds) made payable to: Baylor College of Medicine
☐ Visa®  ☐ MasterCard®  ☐ Discover®  ☐ Amex®  $_________Total amount enclosed

Card No. __________________________________ Exp. Date: ___________

Name on the Card: ____________________________________________

Authorized Signature: _________________________________________

With credit card payment, you may fax completed registration form to 713.798.7955.

Return completed form and payment to: Baylor College of Medicine
Office of CME (1477)
P.O. Box 4708
Houston, TX 77210-4708

To register/pay online, visit the activity website at BaylorCME.org/CME/1477 and follow the instructions.

Special Requests

Contact OCME if you have any dietary needs (specify below) or any ADA accommodation needs.

_____________________________________________________________

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

CK  CC  LB  Cash

Date: ___________________________

Amount: _______________________